Learn: How to Plan a Wedding

Books

**Wedding hacks**
by Maddie Eisenhart
A wedding industry veteran and writer for the popular "A Practical Wedding" website shares 500 simple techniques for organizing a smooth and minimal-stress wedding, from wardrobe protections to adjustable seating charts.

**The knot guide to wedding vows and traditions: readings, rituals, music, dances, and toasts**
by Carley Roney
Fresh, modern ideas about selecting words, music and rituals that includes online and smartphone resources that cover everything from writing vows to toasting etiquette.

**Modern romantic weddings**
by Maggie Lord
Personalized invitations, a meaningful ceremony, swoon-worthy flowers, and finding the dress: Modern Romantic Weddings is the perfect stress-free guide to planning your one-of-a-kind celebration.

**The everything wedding book: your all-in-one guide to planning the wedding of your dreams**
by Katie Martin
From the guest list and invitations to the honeymoon and thank-you cards, this is your guide for the wedding of your dreams!

**A bride's book of lists: everything you need to plan the perfect wedding**
by Marsha Heckman
A wedding planner companion featuring lists of ideas and suggestions on everything from wedding dance songs and honeymoon destinations to menu suggestions and reception themes.

**Lucky in love: traditions, customs, rituals to personalize your wedding**
by Eleni N Gage
Create your own lucky traditions with nods to each other's heritage, customs from places you've visited together, and auspicious rituals that just feel special.

**A practical wedding: creative ideas for a beautiful, affordable, and stress-free celebration**
by Meg Keene
Secrets to planning a beautiful celebration that reflects your taste and your relationship—without going broke or crazy in the process.

**Little white book of wedding planning wisdom**
by Nicole Frail
Featuring reflections and quotes from brides of the past, present and future who share their own real-life experiences, a pocket-size guide provides advice for every step of the wedding process, helping brides-to-be everywhere plan the wedding of their dreams.
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Ebooks

Planning Your Wedding
by Bridget Collins
This practical guide to planning the ultimate wedding tailored for you was prepared specifically for you, the very busy and well-informed couple.

I've Got A Wedding To Plan!
by Patricia Stuart and Casimir Channel
This is a practical guide to wedding planning. A wedding event is such a beautiful and wonderful occasion, but it can sometimes be wrought with frustration and mishaps. Poor planning, or a lack of knowledge, can equal an unhappy couple who missed their shot at a ‘Dream Wedding’. The key to having the dream wedding is found in knowing what you want and how you want it.

Magazines

The Knot Weddings Magazine
Read with: Libby app
Like The Knot wedding website, the online magazine has wedding dresses, wedding rings, and all the wedding ideas you need to plan your wedding.

New Zealand Weddings
Read with: Libby app
Four times a year New Zealand Weddings is the must-have buy for every modern bride with over 200 pages packed with advice and inspiration to help plan the perfect day. Innovative ideas and creative touches put a contemporary twist on tradition making New Zealand Weddings the modern guide for every bride.

Websites and Apps

Brides of Oklahoma
- A wedding website dedicated to blog posts, photos, and testimonials featuring Oklahoma vendors and real Oklahoma brides.
- Follow @BRIDESOFOK on social platforms for local wedding inspiration.

The Knot
- A comprehensive wedding website and app with planning tools including a vendor search, checklist, budgeter, and guest list as well as ideas and advice.

Zola
- A wedding website and app that makes it easy to build your own wedding website and create a registry from multiple stores.

WeddingWire
- A wedding website and app to search for ideas, view current wedding dress collections, utilize planning tools like a seating chart, budgeter, checklist, and guest list, and create your own wedding website.

*Please note account creation may be required to utilize some features of these websites and apps. These websites and apps may contain ads, and its content does not reflect the views of the Metropolitan Library System.

Community Resources

Check your local bookstore or the magazine section of your local grocery store for the latest magazine issue of Brides of Oklahoma featuring local vendors and real Oklahoma weddings. Please note this resource contains an associated fee.

Visit the Oklahoma County Marriage License page for current information about obtaining a marriage license in Oklahoma County and the locations, hours, and fees associated with doing so. Visit oklahomacounty.org.